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Key points
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• ING has been successful in growing primary relationships, which accelerates long-term value creation in our 
retail banking franchise 

• Growth in customers and digital traffic translates into higher engagement, sales, revenues and strong 
financial results 

• Digital leadership is reflected in the success of the digital model as we know how to interact with our 
customers also in a mobile-first world

• There is still a lot of value potential within the countries where ING operates

• To tap into this potential and keep up with customer expectations, we need to offer a best-in-class digital 
customer experience and move to a more efficient and scalable model



ING is active in more than 40 countries

Disclaimer: Please note that ING Bank does not have a banking license in the US and is therefore not permitted to conduct banking activities in the US. Through its wholly owned subsidiary ING Financial Holdings Corporation and its affiliates, ING 

offers a full array of wholesale financial products such as lending, corporate finance and a full range of financial markets products and services to its corporate and institutional clients.
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Growing by ~1 mln 
primary customers 

per year

Sustained primary customer growth in Retail
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Primary customers* ING Retail (in mln)

8,4
10,4

12,5

>16.5

2014 2016 2018 Ambition
2022

25%

Primary as a % of total retail customers

29% 33%

* Definition: active payment customers with recurring income and at least one extra active product category

Number of 
clients

Share of 
Primary

Cross-buy
Product 
value

Value



Customers increasingly expect more in a mobile-only world 
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Mobile is becoming the primary channel, also in banking… …and in mobile other players set customer expectations

* Based on active customers with at least one contact with ING in 4Q18

Personal

Instant

Relevant

Seamless

26%

of customers is already 

mobile-only 

and growing fast*



The key to growing primary relationships and creating value,
is to reinforce a ‘virtuous circle’ of customer engagement
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• Each customer interaction is an opportunity to offer a relevant 
product or service to our customer… 

• …and to get to know the customer better

• A superior digital and personalised customer experience is the 
differentiating factor for continuous engagement

• This drives how successful we are in deepening our 
relationships and cross-buy, and growing our primary customer 
base

Better
customer
experience

More
interactions

More
sales



…which we convert into digital sales

Annual non-deposit sales per 1,000 
active customers

Mobile

Digital

We convert growth in digital interactions into digital sales…
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* Definition: customers who used the channel at least once in the last quarter

Customer behaviour changes drastically…

Channel mix* among active customers who contact us

…mobile interactions grow fast…

Customer interactions with ING per channel (in 
bln)

2016 2018

56

2016 2018

173
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92

2016 2018

Assisted channels

Desktop

Mobile

12%
26%

2016 2018

Assisted channels (F2F, Call Centre)

Digital - Desktop only

Digital - Mixed

Digital - Mobile only

>90% digital  
customers

100%100%

3.7

2.5

52%
73%

6x

2x

1.5x



We have successfully extended relationships into the digital world
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Digital sales are picking up strongly across countries – also for more complex products

Channel mix for non-deposit sales (in % of total)

Total Sales Payment accounts Consumer loans Investment products Mortgages

Digital model 

Example: ING Spain

Former 
branch model

Example: ING Poland

56%

32%

12%
26%

41%

33%
8%

30%

62%

41%

37%

22%
3%

97%

100%

2016 2018

100%

3%
17%15%

55%
82%

28%

2016 2018

100% 100%

17%

25%

58%

9%

61%

30%

% Digital 88% 67% 38%42%

78% 3%70%% Digital

Mobile Assisted channelsDesktopNote: Channel mix per product is based on 4Q18

20% 34%

45%
35%

35% 31%

9%

63%

28%

72%



The challenge: moving from a silo-based focus to an e-2-e view on 
performance in an agile and global organisation
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Branding & 
Comms

Digital 
Marketing

Product 
squads

Risk Compliance
Process &

Ops



We already know where we can improve… but we need to 
understand why we have issues and what can be done about it  
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E2E sales flow

Funnel deep-dive

WHY do we have a problem and 
WHAT can we do about it?

WHERE do we have a problem?
Data-driven insights to show where we 

have bottlenecks in the funnel

Our challenge



Important legal information
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ING Group’s annual accounts are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union (‘IFRS-EU’). In preparing the 
financial information in this document, except as described otherwise, the same accounting principles are applied as in the 2018 ING Group consolidated annual 
accounts. All figures in this document are unaudited. Small differences are possible in the tables due to rounding.
Certain of the statements contained herein are not historical facts, including, without limitation, certain statements made of future expectations and other forward-
looking statements that are based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual 
results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from 
those in such statements due to a number of factors, including, without limitation: (1) changes in general economic conditions, in particular economic conditions in ING’s 
core markets, (2) changes in performance of financial markets, including developing markets, (3) potential consequences of the United Kingdom  leaving the European 
Union or a break-up of the euro, (4) changes in the fiscal position and the future economic performance of the US including potential consequences of a downgrade of 
the sovereign credit rating of the US government, (5) potential consequences of a European sovereign debt crisis, (6) changes in the availability of, and costs associated 
with, sources of liquidity such as interbank funding,  (7) changes in conditions in the credit and capital markets generally, including changes in borrower and counterparty 
creditworthiness, (8) changes affecting interest rate levels, (9) inflation and deflation in our principal markets, (10) changes affecting currency exchange rates, (11) 
changes in investor and customer behaviour, (12) changes in general competitive factors, (13) changes in or discontinuation of ‘benchmark’ indices, (14) changes in laws 
and regulations and the interpretation and application thereof, (15) changes in compliance obligations including, but not limited to, those posed by the implementation of 
DAC6, (16) geopolitical risks, political instabilities and policies and actions of governmental and regulatory authorities, (17) changes in standards and interpretations 
under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the application thereof, (18) conclusions with regard to purchase accounting assumptions and 
methodologies, and other changes in accounting assumptions and methodologies including changes in valuation of issued securities and credit market exposure, (19) 
changes in ownership that could affect the future availability to us of net operating loss, net capital and built-in loss carry forwards, (20) changes in credit ratings, (21) the 
outcome of current and future legal and regulatory proceedings, (22) operational risks, such as system disruptions or failures, breaches of security, cyber-attacks, human 
error, changes in operational practices or inadequate controls including in respect of third parties with which we do business, (23) risks and challenges related to 
cybercrime including the effects of cyber-attacks and changes in legislation and regulation related to cybersecurity and data privacy, (24) the inability to protect our 
intellectual property and infringement claims by third parties, (25) the inability to retain key personnel, (26) business, operational, regulatory, reputation and other risks 
in connection with climate change, (27) ING’s ability to achieve its strategy, including projected operational synergies and cost-saving programmes and (28) the other risks 
and uncertainties detailed in this annual report of ING Groep N.V. (including the Risk Factors contained therein) and ING’s more recent disclosures, including press 
releases, which are available on www.ING.com. (29) This document may contain inactive textual addresses to internet websites operated by us and third parties. 
Reference to such websites is made for information purposes only, and information found at such websites is not incorporated by reference into this document. ING does 
not make any representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness of, or take any responsibility for, any information found at any websites operated 
by third parties. ING specifically disclaims any liability with respect to any information found at websites operated by third parties. ING cannot guarantee that websites 
operated by third parties remain available following the publication of this document, or that any information found at such websites will not change following the filing 
of this document. Many of those factors are beyond ING’s control
Any forward looking statements made by or on behalf of ING speak only as of the date they are made, and ING assumes no obligation to publicly update or revise any 
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or for any other reason.
This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction.



Solution of WUA



WUA is active in 22 countries
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5-star rated Analytics and Optimization 
Agency by Emerce 2019

Main markets

Netherlands (HQ), Germany, United Kingdom, 

United States and Czech Republic.

Founded in 2008 in Amsterdam.

Our Core Benchmark

• +1.200 benchmark studies 

• +32.500 unique websites

• 22 countries

• +150 clients around the globe

• 3 research methods



Our solution for ING
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A series of large online customer experience benchmarking studies in Europe

13 4 7 6.576 1.117 1.190.138

Total studies Products Countries Participants Unique websites 
evaluated

Answers to 
questions



Why do we benchmark?
Your funnel ≠ the customers’ entire journey
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Your customer’s entire journey: benchmarking websites
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WUA Research Setup
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Preference

N = 300 N = 300

Which website do people prefer?
And which website is their number 2?



Digital Sales Scan Model
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Look & Feel
Product 

offer
Brand

Look &
Feel

Product 
offer

Findability

First impression

Continue

Further look

Order Process

Preference

Brand

Some numbers behind the model:

Different themes 3

Items in the model 32

Open-answered questions 14

Prediction rate of the model (R2) 77%
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WUA Deep Dive presentation

Where is the issue?

Why is this an issue & 
What can be improved?

How can it be improved?
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Action Workshop
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WUA Customer Experience Dashboard

Fully interactive dashboard with:

✓All KPIs & scores

✓All open answers about both you 
and your competition

✓Comparison and filter tools



High level impact



With WUA plus our internal data we combine qualitative with 
e-2-e quantitative insights
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E2E sales flow

WUA! studies

Funnel deep-dive

WHY do we have a problem and 
WHAT can we do about it?

Qualitative insights, based on customer 
feedback, on what customers don’t like

WHERE do we have a problem?
Data-driven insights to show where we 

have bottlenecks in the funnel
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And many improvements have already been realized. From quick-
wins, such as highlighting awards more prominently (social proof)…

A
control

B
test

winner

Click rate:

+6%



… to complete overhauls of entire product pages!
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A
old

B
new

Start rate:

+144%

winner



And let’s not forget…more and happier customers due to much 
smoother processes and better UX!
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Please evaluate this lecture

VIA The MIE20-APP

Give your assessment immediately after this lecture:

Search for the lecture via program and 

click on the print button “Beoordeling invullen” 

at the bottom of the lecture. Enter your grade here.

The final grades for the lecture will be announced on the screens 

and in the MIE20 app below “Beoordelingen”.

Pay attention: Mobile off or still, thanks!

Thanks for your review and attendance!


